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Abstract 
Suppose among the given n coins there are two counterfeit coins, which are heavier (or 
lighter) than the normals. Denote by g,(n) the minimum number of weighings that suffice to 
search the two false coins by a balance. It is guessed that g&)=rlog,(;)l . This paper affirms 
the conjecture. 
Let S be a set of n coins where there are M counterfeit coins, which are known to be 
heavier (or lighter) than the normals. How many weighings by a balance do we need to 
find all the counterfeits? Let g,,,(n) be the least number of such weighings. 
It is well known that (see [2]) 
For 
and 
m = 2, ToSiC [3] obtained that 
Pxd;)l ~~2W~r~og3(N+l~ 
when ne[$x3’+1,2x3’] u [$x3’+1,3’+l], 
where 1 is a nonnegative integer. 
So, it is a desirable conjecture that for any natural number n>2, 
This paper affirms the conjecture. Our main result is the following theorem. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Theorem 1. For n~[3r, 12.5 x 31p2] u [2 x 3’, 21.5 x 3z-2], 
(5) 
where I> 0 is an integer. 
At first, we introduce some concepts and symbols: 
Ct(X): the number of false coins in the subset X of S, 
X: Y: a weighing of X against Y, 
X > Y (or X < Y, or X = Y): X is heavier (or lighter, or equal, respectively) than Y, 
(>) (or (0, or (=)): the state of the balance of the left > (or <, or =, respectively) 
the right after a weighing. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be deduced from the next few lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Let K be a nonnegative integer, k>n, and SicS, ISiI=k, l<i<l2, 
Si n S,=@ for i # j, and Ct(Utz, Si) < 2, then we can find all Si which contain the 
fakes by using no more than four weighings. 
Proof. Figs. 1 and 2 show such a successful search tree for our purpose, where Sj will 
be simplified as i, 16 i < 12. 
For the sake of clarity we give a more detailed but concise explanation for one route 
in the figures, say, the middle route in Fig. 1: 
We take the first weighing Si v S, v Ss v S4: S, u Ss v S7 v Ss. If the left-hand 
side = the right-hand side, then we take the second weighing Si v S2 v S5 u S9 : S3 u 
S4 u Ss u Sic. If the left-hand side= the right-hand side, then we can infer that all the 
Fig.2."'1 2 3 4 : 5 6 7 8 %Symaetric to Fig.2 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
possible results are 
Remark 3. From Figs 1 and 2, it is easy to see that, before we used S1 1 or S1 2, we had 
at least two good sets, so the statement of Lemma 2 is also true when ) S1 1 1 Q k and 
ISIz(<k. Besides, if IS12(=0, ISIll=O, we cut out SI1, S12 from Figs. 1 and 2, and fill 
a good Si if necessary, Similarly, the statement of Lemma 2 is true when JSt, 1 =O, 
ISI~I=O, and lSlol<k. 
Lemma4. IfSicS,(SiI=k,ldi~21,SinSj=~fori#j,undCt(Ui2_11Si)~2,“e’we 
can find all Si which contain the fakes by using at most jive weighings. 
Proof. Figs. 3-6 show a successful search tree. 
Remark 5. From Figs. 3-6, it is easy to see that, before we used the S19, Szo, SzI , we 
had at least three good Si, so, the statement of Lemma 4 is also true in the case 
IS1916k, lSzol<k and ISzIldk. 
Lemma 6. IfJS,I=lSI1=1S21=1S3I, Ct(UfEO SJd2 and Ct(U,“,l Si)> 1, then we can 
use two weighings to detect all Si which contain the falses. 
Proof. We give a search tree in Fig. 7: 
Corollary7. Suppose ISl=3’, (R(=[OS x 3’1, Ct(S u R)=2 and Ct(R)< 1, then we will 
search the two fakes by using at most 21 weighings. 
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Fig.5, 6_“’ 1-8 : g”y?6 ‘*’ ---tqrnmetric to the left 
I 
Cf> 
Fig.4 _- (*’ 1 2 3 g 17 : 4 5 6 10 18 -symetric cc' to isg.4 
c=> 
4:6'=,?:8 
(17,18)(x)(21) (19,21)(@(20,21) (19)(19,20)(20) 
Fig. 3. 
(1,9)(2,9)(3,9) (7,9)(17)(8,9) (17,19)(17,20)(‘7,21) 
Fig. 4. 
Proof. We take the induction on I, case I= 1 is trivial. Let S =S1 u Sz u S3, 
)Si(=31-‘,i=1,2,3,and RlcR,R'=R\R1,(R11=3'-',IR'I~0.5x3'-'. We apply 
Lemma 6 on S1, Sz, SJ, RI. If we find two different sets in S1,S1, S3, RI which 
contain the fakes, then our statement is true by (1). If we find that only one of them 
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1 
cz-, 
Fig.6=.123417:567 
C-1 
8 185symmetric to Fig.6 
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y/- (3.5) 
5:17 -(5,17) 
(I ,5)(1,6)(2,6) (2,5)(x)(4,8) (3,8)(3.7)(4,7) 
Fig. 5. 
(I ,17)&q C>) y-(3,17) 
17:21- c 3 1 
Fig. 6. 
contains fakes, say S1, then Ct(S, u R’)=2, by the induction we also get the 
conclusion. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. When I= 1, the result is trivial. So we assume Ia 1. Let S be a set 
of n coins. in which there are two coins heavier than the rest. and n~[3’, 12.5 x 31m2]. 
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Fig. 7. 
Set 
S= (J SiU Ry 
i=l 
where 9<k<l2, ISil=31-2, for ldi$k-l, ISkIQ3’- 
n>12~3’-~ or 0 > . 
2 and IRI=n-12x3’- 2 if 
From Lemma 2 and Remark 3, we can use four weighings to define one of the 
following three cases: 
(i) Ct(R) = 2, 
(ii) Ct(Si) = Ct(Sj) = 1 for some i # j, 
(iii) Ct(SJ > 12, Ct(Sj)=O for some i and all j # i. 
Clearly (5) is true for case (i) since ) RJ GO.5 x 3 - . ’ 2 For cases (ii) and (iii) we also 
obtain (5) by (1) and Corollary 7, respectively. The proof for n~[2 x 3’, 21.5 x 3rW2] is 
similar to the above by Lemma 4 and Remark 5. Upon this, we have completed the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
Recently, I was informed by the referee that while this paper was being prepared. 
To% and BoSnjak [l] announced a similar result concerning this problem by 
a different method. However, their result is some what weaker than (5). 
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